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Some thoughts in need of a thinker - cheers, Tony
Big scree needed!
-Anthony J. Marsella, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii
96822.
Show, by your actions, that you choose peace over war, freedom over oppression, voice over
silence, service over self-interest, respect over advantage, courage over fear, cooperation
over competition, action over passivity, diversity over uniformity, and justice over all.
Adapted from Bessie Anderson Stanley (1905): To laugh often and love much, To win the
respect of intelligent people and the affection of children, To earn the appreciation of honest
critics and endure the betrayal of false friends, To appreciate beauty , To find the best in
others, To leave the world a bit better, whether by a healthy child, a garden path, or a
redeemed social condition, To know even one life has breathed easier because you have
lived. This is to have succeeded. [Monument inscription, Lincoln, Kansas. I found the
quotation, as written, posted in a Quaker Meeting House. There are many versions -- the
words differ, but the sentiment and wisdom are the same]
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Comment by Kiran Kumar Salagame by Louise S. [2016, Feb 03]
Very thought provoking and inspiring!
Thanks to Tony Marsella for that write up.
Kiran
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Comment by Annamaria de Rosa by Louise S. [2016, Feb 03]
Dear Antony,
thank you for sharing you thoughts, hoping that we may continue "to live, seeking and
pursuing and not only surviving".

You inspire us “to go for it!”.
My warmest wishes for 2016 to you and Louise that let your thought circulate, as it deserves
annamaria
Comment by Lutz Eckensberger by Louise S. [2016, Feb 03]
Dear Louise,
After some time in a hospital (knee opreation) I am back. I hope I am also back to work.
Whenever I have a "scientific" line, I will send it to you.
Attached please find my this year’s season’s greeting. In the last year I saw currencies and
religions not so much as integrative or stabilizing forces (what they could be) but as potential
“conflict fields”. So I hope you all manage to balance safely to a peaceful alternative draft,
which unfortunately is not only symbolically structured but also a romantic fantasm.
Warm regards
Lutz
Scan2015_2016b
Comment by Ajmarsella by Louise S. [2016, Feb 04]
An expanded version of a previous post.
https://www.transcend.org/tms/2016/01/global-resources-and-challenges-for-2016/
Anthony J. Marsella, Ph.D., ProfessorEmeritus, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii
96822.
Show, by your actions, that you choose peace over war, freedom over oppression, voice over
silence, service over self-interest, respect over advantage, courage over fear, cooperation
over competition, action over passivity, diversity over uniformity, and justice over all.

